Platinum Recoveries Ltd

Specialist Catalytic
Converter Recycling
Platinum Recoveries Limited is the
UK’s largest exclusive Catalytic
converter Recycler.
OVERVIEW
The primary mode of operation is for PRL to
purchase spent catalytic converters from various sources including fleet management companies , vehicle maintainers, vehicle breakers,
collectors, waste companies and approved
treatment facilities

Recovery of Platinum and other Platinum
Group Metals from Automotive Catalytic
Converters

Best Possible Prices for your used automotive cats
Quick, easy transactions with nationwide collection service
Flexible payment arrangements

The recycling of platinum from automotive catalytic converters can be considered as
another platinum mine, one comparable in size to the largest of the Impala, Anglo

Transparent, consistent valuations

Plats or Lonmin mines, and equivalent in annual output of Russia, the second biggest
platinum producing country in the world.

Licensed by the Environment Agency

Platinum Recoveries Ltd, is the UK’s largest exclusive catalytic converter recycler.
With over 50 years of cumulative experience in catalyst and precious metal recycling
and are fully permitted and licensed by the Environment Agency.
Operating nationwide from its facility in Swindon, strategically located on the M4
corridor, PRL process all purchased converters on-site using the latest technology to
totally recycle the used automotive cats, and return the precious metals and other
elements for re-use within industry.
With its in-house assay laboratory to give accurate results, PRL ensures that its deliv-
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ers the best possible prices to its suppliers of catalytic converters, and that all pro-
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cesses fully comply and exceed the UK’s and EU environmental regulations.

Wiltshire

With PRL Ltd, as a business partner you can dispose of your used automotive cats

SN3 4DE

knowing that you will receive the best possible market prices for them, receive
prompt payment from a fully compliant business company. Our business ethos is to
build and maintain long lasting business relationships. Ring 01793 828283 and try
our service levels, and let PRL deliver a new profit stream to your company.

T: 01793 828283
F:01793 826877
www.platinumrecoveries.com

